
Finding Birds to Photograph 

Equipment 

Camera:   My go to camera body after 6 years of digital 

photography is the Sony a9 for wildlife and birds.  I started out


with the Sony a6000, added the a6500 to get the faster 

viewfinder refresh, and then a year later went to the Sony a7R3 

full frame body.  I added the a9 two years ago to get the faster 

frame rate and better autofocus.


 If you are just starting out in bird photography I’d use the 

camera body with which you are familiar, research what 

equipment is available, and add the equipment as your skills 

develop.  If you have the money and don’t want Sony, both 

Canon and Nikon have recently come out with great digital 

cameras and lenses.  Also,  explore what you might pick up on 

eBay.  The Sony a6000 and 6500 cameras are the only cameras I 

paid retail prices.
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Lenses:  I use the Sony 100-400mm, and the Sony 200-600mm 

lenses for my bird shooting.  I find I get slightly better 

performance using native glass with the bodies.  I have used 

third party glass such as the Sigma 150-600, I got it from 

Adorama as an open-box purchase and saved  some $$.


I’ve settled on the use of a zoom lens for bird photography — 

especially for birds-in-flight.  I’ve lost too many opportunities 

leaving the lens maxed out because I couldn’t find the bird while 

it is moving.  My technique has become backing off the zoom to 

find the bird and when acquired zoom in and shoot.  Besides I 

can buy a lot of other equipment for $13k.


I do like the use of the teleconverters.  I’ve been using the Sony 

1.4 for several years and have since added the Sony 2.0 after 

testing it shooting eagles in Maryland, and a road trip along the 



Texas coast.  I’ve very happy using them, and have both in my kit 

while out shooting.


Focus and Focus Area:     I use both autofocus and manual 

focus depending on the situation.  My autofocus setting is Sony’s 

Tracking flexible spot.  I also have zone setup on my lenses 

which is activated by pushing a button on the lens.   This is nice 

when there isn’t anything between you and the subject.   I 

complement these two with a DMF override on my camera body 

which I use when shooting through leaves at my target.  This said 

when shooting birds-in-flight I’ll always use Auto.  When the bird 

is stationary or when there might be an object nearby which 

grabs the focus I’ll go to manual to ensure the image is sharp, or 

DMF as previously stated.


Metering:  I have the metering linked to my focus point, and I 

use my EV wheel on the camera body to lighten or darken the 

subject as necessary.




Shooting Mode:  I keep the camera set to use hi-speed probably 

95% of the time.  When I’m shooting birds-in-flight this gives me 

a greater selection of images from which to choose.  I can cull 

out during post-processing those which hide the head, the wings 

aren’t showing in good detail, etc.  I’ve also found that 

sometimes the movement of the bird puts them in my depth-of-

field when shooting hi-frame rate.  Do I get a lot of images — 

definitely!  I use the post processing as a review of my shooting 

technique and find ways to improve.


Camera Support:  I like to carry a carbon fiber monopod with a 

foot base if I expect to find a subject that I need minimal 

movement.  Sometimes just the swing of the camera will cause 

the bird to fly.  Keeping the camera movements small, and 

supported by the monopod gives me better results.  If I’m 

shooting hummingbirds or in a blind I’ll use a carbon fiber tripod 

with a kimball head.




Blinds:  There are a wide variety.  I like using my truck as a 

shooting platform and most birds don’t seem to mind them 

(exception **Kestrels).  When driving back roads I have my 

camera in my lap and ready to go.  When shooting make your 

camera swing slow and even.  I have on my lenses a camo 

neoprene cover which protects the lens which resting on the 

window.


I also have a gilley suit (available on Amazon for $60.  If you go 

this route get the mask as well as the gloves.  This will help 

shooting kingfishers.  I’ve had them shy away with the white of 

my hands — the gloves seems to have solved this.


You can also get camo covering which you can drape over you 

and your chair.  Again on Amazon it runs a round $50.




There are a variety of blinds on the the market from single person 

to double or more.  Tragopan makes a great blind which is easy 

to set up and take down.


PHOTOGRAPHING BIRDS 

Wing It Method. 

There are two approaches used in Photographing birds:  First, 

the wing-it method in which one goes outside and observes what 

comes with-in the range of vision.  This is a tried and true 

approach which develops one’s abilities to see the bird, hear their 

calls, and  then go for the photograph.  Photographing birds, and 

I’m not discussing how to get the best photograph or even how 

to process it, is mostly opening oneself to the environment and 

the creatures of air which cohabit this world with us.  If you want 

to photograph birds you must spend time outdoors.  Here are a 



few locations of many where we can enjoy a pleasant walk and 

observe the many species of birds in north Texas.


	 1.  The porch of your home.


	 2.  Fort Worth Nature Center.  Check out the boardwalk, 

along the 	levy, and Greer Island.


	 3.  Village Creek Drying Beds.  Located in Arlington it 

hosts in the containment ponds wild ducks (which are very 

skittish), various hawks, owls, kestrels, and seasonal birds.


	 4  Centennial Park in Irving.  Various waterfowl may be 

seen.


	 5.  White Rock Lake in Dallas.  Now has a Bald eagle 

family, also has monk parakeets which are generally found near 

the old water plant close to the dam.	 


	 6. Trinity River Audubon Center.


	 7  Cedar Hill State Park.  (Gotta be alert for rattlesnakes)


	 8  Mineola Nature Center. A 120 mile drive from Fort 

Worth.




	 9.  Trinity Duck Pond.  One of the best local areas to get 

close to wild ducks, and practice birds-in-flight photography. 


	 10.  Pecan Valley Park in Benbrook.  A nice green belt with 

a bike trail and creek.                 	 


11.  Colleyville Nature Center.  A great 40 acre park with 9 

ponds.  	 You might spot the Barred owls in the west end or the 

Red-	shouldered hawks nesting near the bridge.


	 12.  Hagerman National Wildlife Center.  Home to Ricky 

and Lucy 	the Bald eagles.  Catch the migration of the snow 

geese in the winter,  and hosts all types of birdlife.  Beware of 

snakes if you get out of your of your car and hike trails near 

water.


	 13.  Acton Nature Center.  Close to Granbury.  It has an 

awesome drip and observation building from which one can view 

and photograph the avian visitors to the water feature and the 

feeders in the yard. There is also a butterfly garden which attracts 

various species of birds.


A BRIEF GALLERY FROM LOCAL AREAS 



EASTERN PHOEBE WITH FLY:  ACTON NATURE CENTER



Targeted Approach 

The second method is the targeted approach.  This involves 

familiarizing oneself with available tools to assist in recognizing 

bird calls, identifying their species, and getting close enough to 

put glass on the subject.


What tools are available:


1. iBird Pro features sounds, photos, range, facts about the bird 

in question, and Photo Sleuth.


2. Merlin by Cornell Labs has a Bird ID menu to narrow down to 

the species observed.  It also has Photo ID, Sound ID, and 

Explore ID based upon the shape of the bird.


3. eBird by Cornel Labs is very useful as it features updates by 

birders on the species seen at different locations, known as 

Hot Spots, by birders and photographers.  The Hot Spots list 

species seen within different time periods and may be 

searched by County (mobile phone) or down to the city 

level(laptop/desktop).




4. BirdsEye is an easy to use application available for your 

phone which data mines eBird reports.  The menu is easy to 

use allowing one to search by location or name.  When using 

either it will list the hotspots.


	 	 	 	 

Other Resources 

1.	 Facebook pages such as:

	 

	 *Birds of Texas


	 *Friends of Colleyville Nature Center


	 *Friends of Hagerman National Wildlife Refuge


2.   Staff at State Park and local parks


3.   Local birders




CELL PHONE NATURE GROUP WITH APPS



MERLIN APP BY CORNELL LABS



EBIRD APP BY CORNELL LABS





Lets look at the following:


Finding:


Burrowing owls in Lubbock


Long-eared Owls in Arrowhead State Park.


Pileated Woodpecker in Caddo Lake State Park


Various birds on a Wisconsin Road Trip


	 




                                                   BURROWING OWL AT BUDDY HOLLY PARK IN  LUBBOCK, TX 




